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ABSTRACT
Data have become increasingly more complex over the past years;
entities are easily ‘tagged’ with different types of auxiliary information, such as text and spatial locations. Examples include geotagged news and micro-blogs, map and social services etc. Spatial
keyword search is a popular retrieval task in such collections,
where objects are reported by their distance to the query location
and the relevance of their text to the query keywords. However,
the case of spatially combining multiple keyword searches was
never studied. Under this prism, we introduce two novel retrieval
tasks that either spatially join (SpaJKS) or determine the closest pairs among (SpaRKS) the results of independent keyword
searches. To efficiently compute SpaJKS and SpaRKS queries, we
also present five strategies employing different types of indexing.
Last, our experimental analysis evaluates the performance of
these strategies on both real and synthetic spatio-textual objects.
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German, indoor-playground
German, outdoor-playground
German, outdoor-playground
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Figure 1: Motivation example
formulated as two independent keyword searches (potentially
issued on separate data sources), using set ψa = {balcony, gym} for
the apartments and ψk = {German, outdoor playground} for the
kindergartens. Their results are then spatially joined with respect
to the 1km distance constraint. Kindergartens B, C in Figure 1
offer a German-speaking program and an outdoor-playground. At
the same time, apartments 1, 2 match the family’s criteria for a
balcony and a gym, but only apartment 2 will be recommended,
as apartment 1 is located over 1km away from the qualifying
kindergartens.
To our knowledge, the above scenario is not considered by
existing works in spatial keyword search. It is also not covered by
spatio-textual joins [2], where objects are joined on their distance
in space and their text similarity, or by collective spatio-textual
search [5], where groups of objects that collectively cover a single
set of keywords are returned. Only, spatial rank joins [19, 20]
relate to our work, but in this case ranked lists of objects are
spatially joined while in our case the keyword search results
are completely unranked. To fill this gap, we propose two novel
retrieval tasks that spatially combine the results of independent
keyword searches. In brief, given collections of spatio-textual objects R, S and sets of keywords ψ R , ψ S , a Spatially Joined Keyword
Searches query (SpaJKS) returns all object pairs (r , s) ∈ R × S,
located within a given distance threshold ϵ, so that the text description of r (resp. s) satisfies the keyword search over R (resp. S)
based onψ R (resp.ψ S ). Intuitively, SpaJKS combines two keyword
searches with a spatial distance join. The second task termed
Spatially Ranked Keyword Searches query (SpaRKS) replaces the
spatial ϵ-distance join of SpaJKS with a k-closest pairs operation,
retrieving the k most closely located pairs of objects (r, s) that
qualify the keyword searches. Intuitively, unlike SpaJKS, SpaRKS
allows us to control the number of returned objects, which otherwise can be overwhelming large, where in reality, only a small
fraction is actually reviewed by the users [15].
The key contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of geo-positioning technologies and services
has resulted in an abundance of geospatial datasets augmented
with text information. Examples include PoI datasets from online map and social websites (e.g., Yelp and FourSquare), geotagged photos with text description in photo sharing websites
(e.g., Flickr and Instagram), geo-tagged micro-blogs (e.g., Twitter) and news. In this context, previous work for spatial keyword
search has mainly focused on three types of queries [4, 7, 9]. First,
given a location ℓ and a set of keywords ψ , the k-NN (Boolean)
Containment query in [6, 13, 24], returns the k spatio-textual
objects closely located to ℓ, whose text description contains all
keywords in ψ . Second, instead of ranking the objects solely on
their spatial distance to the query location ℓ, the ranking or top-k
query in [11, 17, 21, 23], retrieves the k objects with the highest
spatio-textual relevance, defined as a combination of the objects’
distance to ℓ and the similarity of their text description to set ψ .
Last, the (Boolean) Range query studied in [8, 10, 14, 16, 22, 25],
retrieves all objects within distance ϵ from location ℓ, whose text
description contains all keywords in set ψ .
The above queries involve a single keyword search with respect to a given set of keywords ψ . The difference lies on how
the objects are ranked/filtered, i.e., either considering exclusively
their distance to the query location ℓ or by also measuring the
relevance of their description to set ψ . In some cases however,
users are interested in posing multiple keyword searches and
then spatially combine their results. Consider for example the
scenario in Figure 1. A German-speaking family is planning their
relocation to Brooklyn, New York. They are interested in an apartment which (1) offers specific amenities, e.g., a balcony and a
private gym, and (2) is conveniently located nearby a Germanspeaking kindergarten, e.g., less than 1km away, with an outdoorplayground. The family’s search for an ideal apartment can be
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• Section 2 formally introduces the problem of spatially
combining keyword searches as a novel, interesting type
of spatial keyword search.
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• Given two collections of spatio-textual objects, we define two variations, termed the Spatially Joined Keyword
Searches (SpaJKS) and the Spatially Ranked Keyword Searches
(SpaRKS) queries.
• Section 3 discusses five evaluation strategies for SpaJKS
and SpaRKS queries, considering different types of indexing structures and query processing techniques.
• Section 4 conducts an experimental analysis using both
real-world and synthetic datasets to compare and analyse
the efficiency of the presented evaluation strategies.

2

PRELIMINARIES

Table 1: Evaluation strategies
strategy
text-first
spatial-first
spatial probing
spatio-textual probing
join-based

ALGORITHM 1: Text-first strategy for SpaJKS
Input
Output
1

We define a spatio-textual object o as a ⟨o.id, o.loc, o.text⟩ triplet,
modeling the identity, the location, and the text description of
o, respectively. Entry o.loc takes values from the 2-dimensional
space, while o.text is a set of terms from a finite global dictionary D. We next revisit three query operations, which act as the
building blocks for the problem at hand.

indexing used
text
inverted indices IR , IS
spatial
R-trees TR , TS
spatial & text
inverted index IR , R-tree TS
text & spatio-textual inverted index IR , IR-tree HS
IR-trees HR , HS
spatio-textual
spatio-textual grid G R, S

2
3
4

: inverted indices IR , IS , keyword sets ψ R , ψ S , threshold ϵ
: all object pairs (r, s) ∈ SpaJKS(R, S, ψ R , ψ S , ϵ )

R ′ ← SetContainmentQuery(IR , ψ R ); ▷ Keyword search on R [12]
S ′ ← SetContainmentQuery(IS , ψ S ); ▷ Keyword search on S [12]
sort R ′ and S ′ ;
▷ Sort in one dimension
output all (r, s) ∈ PlaneSweepJoin(R ′, S ′, ϵ ); ▷ Compute SpJoin [1]

non-binary operations as future work, considering for instance
techniques from multi-way spatial joins [18].

Definition 2.1 (Keyword Search). Let O be a collection of spatiotextual objects. Given a set of keywords ψ = {k 1 , . . . , km }, a
keyword search query (KSearch) returns every object in O whose
text description contains all keywords from set ψ . Formally:

3

EVALUATING SpaJKS & SpaRKS QUERIES

We next study the efficient evaluation of SpaJKS and SpaRKS
queries. We present five strategies depending on how the input
collections are indexed. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 focus on SpaJKS
while Section 3.3 discusses the necessary changes for SpaRKS.
Table 1 summarizes all the different strategies in this section.

KSearch(O,ψ ) = {o ∈ O : ψ ⊆ o.text }
For every pair of objects o 1 and o 2 , we denote their distance
in the 2-dimensional space with respect to o 1 .loc and o 2 .loc, as
dist(o 1 , o 2 ). Without loss of generality, we consider the Euclidean
distance of the objects for the rest of this paper.

3.1

Using Spatial and/or Text Indexing

3.1.1 Text-first Strategy. We start off with a text-first strategy,
assuming that both R, S collections are textually indexed. Under
this setting, the SpaJKS query is evaluated in two phases. First, we
use text indexing to evaluate the keyword searches of the query,
i.e., to compute R ′ = KSearch(R,ψ R ) and S ′ = KSearch(S,ψ S ).
Next, we spatially join the intermediate results in R ′ , S ′ with
respect to the distance threshold ϵ. Algorithm 1 is a high-level
pseudocode of this text-first strategy. We assume that R, S are indexed by inverted indices IR , IS , respectively. Keyword searches
R ′ = KSearch(R,ψ R ) and S ′ = KSearch(S,ψ S ) are evaluated
with standard set containment techniques, e.g., the cross-cutting
approach from [12]. Last, as R ′ , S ′ are not spatially indexed1 ,
SpJoin(R ′, S ′, ϵ) is efficiently computed by sorting R ′ , S ′ in one
dimension of the space and then applying a plane-sweep based
join [1].

Definition 2.2 (Spatial Distance Join). Let R and S be two collections of spatio-textual objects. Given a threshold ϵ, a spatial distance join query (SpJoin) returns all pairs of objects (r , s) ∈ R × S
located within a distance that does not exceed ϵ. Formally:
SpJoin(R, S, ϵ) = {(r , s) ∈ R × S : dist(r, s) ≤ ϵ }
Definition 2.3 (k-Closest Pairs). Let R, S be two collections of
spatio-textual objects. Given a positive integer k, a k-closest pairs
query (CPairs) returns the k pairs of objects (r , s) ∈ R × S with
the lowest distances. Formally:
• |CPairs(R, S, k)| = k, and
• CPairs(R, S, k) = {(r, s) ∈ R×S : ∀(r ′, s ′ ) < CPairs(R, S, k),
dist(r ′, s ′ ) ≥ dist(r, s)}
We now define the two variations to the problem of spatially
combining keyword searches.

3.1.2 Spatial-first Strategy. If both collections are spatially
indexed, we can alternatively prioritize the spatial predicate
in SpaJKS. Under this, the spatial-first strategy first computes
SpJoin(R, S, ϵ). Then, the text descriptions for every reported pair
(r , s) are compared against sets ψ R , ψ S , respectively, to determine
whether both r , s objects qualify the corresponding keyword
searches. To avoid redundant computations, the result of each
ψ R ⊆ r .text and ψ S ⊆ s.text check is cached and thus, conducted
only once. Algorithm 2 is a high-level pseudocode of the spatialfirst strategy. The inputs are indexed by the TR , TS R-trees and
the SpJoin(R, S, ϵ) ϵ-distance join is computed by synchronously
traversing the trees as in [3].

Definition 2.4 (Spatially Joined Keyword Searches). Let R, S
be two collections of spatio-textual objects. Given two sets of
keywords ψ R , ψ S and a spatial distance threshold ϵ, a Spatially
Joined Keyword Searches query (SpaJKS), returns all pairs of
objects (r, s) ∈ SpJoin(R ′, S ′, ϵ) with R ′ = KSearch(R,ψ R ) and
S ′ = KSearch(S,ψ S ).
Definition 2.5 (Spatially Ranked Keyword Searches). Let R, S
be two collections of spatio-textual objects. Given two sets of
keywords ψ R , ψ S and a positive integer k, a Spatial Ranked Keyword Searches query (SpaRKS), returns the k pairs of objects
(r , s) ∈ CPairs(R ′, S ′, k) with R ′ = KSearch(R,ψ R ) and S ′ =
KSearch(S,ψ S ).

3.1.3 Spatial-probing Strategy. For the third strategy, we assume that one of the input collections (e.g., R) is textually indexed
and the other spatially (e.g., S). Under this setting, the spatial join
predicate in SpaJKS can be evaluated via a set of spatial range

Without loss of generality, we introduced above both SpaJKS
and SpaRKS as binary operations but they can be straightforwardly extended to involve multiple input collections and keyword searches. However, we leave the efficient evaluation of these

1 Note that even if the input R , S collections were also spatially indexed, R ′ , S ′
would not be because they stem from the preceding text searches.
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ALGORITHM 2: Spatial-first strategy for SpaJKS
Input
Output
1
2
3

: R-trees TR , TS , keyword sets ψ R , ψ S , threshold ϵ
: all object pairs (r, s) ∈ SpaJKS(R, S, ψ R , ψ S , ϵ )

foreach (r, s) ∈ RtreeJoin(TR , TS , ϵ ) do
if ψ R ⊆ r .t ex t and ψ S ⊆ s .t ex t then
output (r, s);

r

▷ Compute SpJoin [3]
▷ Keyword searches
▷ Update result

ϵ ≤ ϵд

Output
1
2
3
4
5

: inverted index IR , R-tree TS , keyword sets ψ R , ψ S ,
threshold ϵ
: all object pairs (r, s) ∈ SpaJKS(R, S, ψ R , ψ S , ϵ )

ε

11

ϵ > ϵд

description contains all keywords in ψ S ; the text description of a
node is the union of the text descriptions for all objects indexed
under its subtree. We efficiently identify such nodes using the
incorporated inverted indices.

R ′ ← SetContainmentQuery(IR , ψ R ); ▷ Keyword search on R [12]
foreach r ∈ R ′ do
foreach s ∈ DiskRangeQuery(TS , r .loc, ϵ ) do ▷ Range query
on S
if ψ S ⊆ s .t ex t then
▷ Keyword search on S
output (r, s);
▷ Update result

3.2.2 Join-based Strategy. Last, we consider spatio-textual indexing under a join-based evaluation strategy for SpaJKS queries.
We devise two versions of this strategy employing different
spatio-textual indexing. For the first, we assume that the objects
are indexed by two IR-trees. Under this, we extend the R-tree
join algorithm of [3] to incorporate the keyword searches on the
ψ R , ψ S sets. Intuitively, we consider only pairs of nodes (n R , n S )
whose MBRs overlap and their text descriptions qualify the keyword searches; for the latter, we use again the inverted indices in
the IR-tree nodes.
For the second version, we replace the IR-trees with the spatiotextual grid partitioning from [2].2 In brief, the 2-dimensional
space is divided by a uniform m × m grid; every object is assigned to exactly one cell of this grid. The objects of a grid cell
c are then textually indexed by local inverted indices IRc , ISc .
Given a SpaJKS(R, S,ψ R ,ψ S , ϵ) query, we first determine which
combinations of grid cells contain spatially joinable objects; we
distinguish between two cases. If the query threshold ϵ is equal
or smaller than the edge length of the grid cells, denoted by ϵд ,
then every r object inside a cell c can be spatially joined only
with s objects from c itself and the 8 cells adjacent to c; the rest
of the grid can be ignored.3 Otherwise, if ϵ > ϵд , we extend this
joinable area to include the next ring(s) of neighboring cells until
the edge length of this area exceeds ϵ. Figure 2 illustrates the
two cases. Under this, to evaluate the SpaJKS query, it suffices
to traverse the spatio-textual grid and compute for each cell c, a
set of SpaJKS(Rc , S j ,ψ R ,ψ S , ϵ) mini-queries, where partition Rc
stores all r objects assigned to c and S j denotes the S partitions
of the joinable cells to c. These mini-queries are evaluated using the text-first strategy. As a cell partition, e.g., S j , is involved
into multiple mini-queries, we avoid redundant computations by
maintaining a sorted copy of S j′ = KSearch(S j ,ψ S ).

queries. Specifically, we first compute R ′ = KSearch(R,ψ R ) using the text indexing on R. Then, for each object r ∈ R ′ , we
employ the spatial indexing on S to execute a disk-based range
query of radius ϵ, centered at r .loc. To pair and output r with
an s object returned by this range query we also need to check
if ψ S ⊆ s.text holds; as before, the result of this test is cached.
Algorithm 3 illustrates a high-level code of this spatial-probing
strategy; the disk-based range queries are evaluated by traversing
the TS R-tree in a depth-first fashion.

3.2

r

Figure 2: Spatially joinable cells; current cell c highlighted
in black, cell edge length denoted by ϵд

ALGORITHM 3: Spatial-probing strategy for SpaJKS
Input

11

ε

Using Spatio-textual Indexing

Despite their simplicity, the above strategies suffer from the following shortcomings. The text- and spatial-first use one type
of indexing and they are thus sensitive to the selectivity of the
keyword searches and the spatial join predicate in SpaJKS, respectively. On one hand, for the text-first strategy, keyword searches
of low selectivity will incur large intermediate results, and thus,
an expensive follow-up spatial ϵ-distance join. On the other hand,
the spatial-first strategy is negatively affected when SpJoin returns a large number of (r, s) pairs, not only due to the high
processing cost of the join but also because of the large number of text checks required to output the final results. Last, the
spatial-probing strategy does use both spatial and text indexing,
but we expect to perform well when at least one the keyword
searches is very selective, the results of which will be used to
probe the spatial index on the other collection. Otherwise, the
cost of computing SpJoin via a set of disk-based range queries
will be prohibitively high.
In view of these shortcomings, we next explain how SpaJKS
queries can benefit from spatio-textual indexing. By prioritizing
neither of the query predicates, these strategies are able to prune
objects both spatially and textually at the same time.

3.3

The Case of SpaRKS Queries

Finally, we discuss how our strategies are extended for SpaRKS.
First, we use a top-k list L to maintain the best object pairs found
so far; initially, L is empty. Until the first k object pairs (r, s)
that qualify the keyword searches are determined, all strategies
are unable to perform any spatial pruning. After this point, we
use the highest distance in L as threshold ϵ to perform spatial
pruning similar to the SpaJKS case. Contrary though to SpaJKS,
this threshold decreases as new qualifying pairs with lower distances are identified. Second, we prioritise the query evaluation

3.2.1 Spatio-textual-probing Strategy. We first reconsider the
probing strategy from Section 3.1.3 and replace the spatial indexing on S with spatio-textual. This spatio-textual-probing strategy executes a text-aware disk-based range query for each r ∈
KSearch(R,ψ R ), to determine, at the same time, all objects s ∈ S
within ϵ distance from r .loc with ψ S ⊆ s.text. For this purpose,
the S input collection is indexed by an IR-tree [11] which augments every node of a traditional R-tree with an inverted index.
Intuitively, while traversing the tree, we only visit nodes whose
MBR overlaps with the current disk-based range and their text

2 In [2], the grid is built online as the extent of every cell equals the query threshold
ϵ . For SpaJKS queries, we assume the grid is of fixed granularity and constructed
offline or already exists.
3 Special cases arise for the cells located at the corners or the borders of the space,
where fewer than 9 cells are considered
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Tests. For each evaluation strategy, we measured its response
time over 10k queries, while varying their spatial selectivity via
threshold ϵ (as a percentage of the space), the selectivity of the
keyword searches via the cardinality of the intermediate results
|R ′ | = |KSearch(R,ψ R )|, |S ′ | = |KSearch(S,ψ S )|, and the number
of keywords |ψ R |, |ψ S |. To better understand the effect of the text
selectivity, we also vary the relative selectivity of the keyword
searches in |R ′ |/|S ′ | ratio. In every test, we vary one paramater
and fix the rests in their default. Without loss of generality, we use
the same collection as R, S inputs (R ≡ S). Last, we assume that
the necessary indices for each strategy pre-exist (for other types
of spatial, text or spatio-textual queries), i.e., R-trees/IR-trees of
a 4KBs page and a 50x50 spatio-textual grid for join-based_grid,
and thus, we focus only on query response times.
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Results. Due to lack of space, we provide plots only for SpaJKS
queries; the results for SpaRKS follow similar trends. Figure 3 and
4 report the response times of the strategies for Synthetic and the
Polybot collections. Also, we omit spatial-first as its times were
orders of magnitude higher than the rest. Essentially, we can
classify the strategies into 3 tiers based on their performance. At
the bottom tier (worst performance), we always find spatial-first
and depending on the SpJoin cost either join-based_IR-tree or the
spatial-probing. Spatial-textual-probing is in general competitive
and so placed in the second tier, especially on synthetics and
when varying the|R ′ |/|S ′ | ratio and one of the keyword searches
is very selective. Compared to spatial-probing, spatio-textualprobing is faster in the majority of the tests. Recall that spatiotextual indexing allows us to perform both spatial and textual
pruning while probing the tree. The top tier contains text-first
and join-based_grid which in almost of all tests outperform the
rest; exceptions arise in extreme cases, e.g., in Synthetics and
|R ′ |/|S ′ | = 100 where the big difference in selectivity of the
keyword searches benefits the probing approaches. Although
text-first benefits from the nature of SpaRKS, i.e., executing the
keyword searches first may significantly reduce the number of
candidates, join-based_grid is in fact the fastest strategy overall.
This is because join-based_grid accelerates the keyword searches,
sorting and join by splitting them into small tasks (mini-queries).
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Figure 3: Synthetics: defaults, |R ′ |/|S ′ | = 1, |R ′ | = |S ′ | = 5k,
ϵ = 0.1%, |ψ R | = |ψ S | = 3, |R| = |S | = 10m, l R = l S = 10
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Figure 4: Polybot: defaults, |R ′ |/|S ′ | = 1, |R ′ | = |S ′ | = 1000,
ϵ = 0.1%, |ψ R | = |ψ S | = 3
according to dist, which allows us to early terminate the process without computing the entire R × S product. Strategies that
employ R-trees or IR-trees traverse now the trees in a best-first
fashion, examining nodes or pairs of nodes by distance in increasing order. Last, the text-first and the join-based strategy with the
spatio-textual grid rely on the sorting to prioritize the search.
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CONCLUSIONS

We introduced the tasks of spatially joined and spatially ranked
keyword searches as novel instances of spatial keyword search.
For their efficient evaluation, we discussed multiple strategies
relying on spatial, text or spatio-textual indexing. Our tests on
both real and synthetic datasets showed that the join-based approach using a spatio-textual grid inspired by [2] is consistently
the fastest. For the future, we plan to investigate the case of spatially combining multiple keyword searches and extend our work
to consider other types of text search, e.g., similarity search.

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

Our evaluation was conducted on a dual Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold
6130 CPU clocked at 2.10GHz with 750GBs of RAM. All strategies
were implemented in C++, compiled using gcc (v4.11.2) with -O3.
Datasets. We experimented with both real and synthetic spatiotextual objects; note that all data (including the indices) resided
in main memory. Specifically, Polybot real dataset [10] contains
6.1M crawled Web pages whose locations were assigned via geocoding; the text description of every page contains 200 terms
on average. We generated the synthetic datasets varying their
cardinality from 1m to 100m objects, and the average length of
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